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ABSTRACT
In every day, a vast amount of data and information rises rapidly most of it from social media, web, sales, mobile
data, health data or sensors. Its quite very challenging task to analysis the bulk amount of data and extract the knowledge
from them. Visual Analytics plays a major role to extract efficient knowledge from the complex data. VA tools and techniques
are used for sensemaking of information. This paper presents the concepts of Big Data Visual Analytics techniques.
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Today’s world runs on data revolution. In this
data revolution huge volume of data is being generated
by every individual person. As technology keeps on
updating the data generating factors is also increased as a
result of these factors the size of data is increasing a lot
every year. Hence capturing, processing, analyzing,
visualization, searching, storage, transfer, security
becomes the major challenging issues and it’s difficult to
process all these data by traditional method [Ilangovan,
2016]. Big data refers to huge volume, velocity, variety,
value veracity of data. Figure 1 refers to the properties of
Big Data
Volume : Massive Volume of Data (Expansion of
Internet has created an increase in global data
production)
Velocity : Speed of data to be stored, retrieved and
analyzed
Value : Ability to turn our data into value
Variety : Data comes from all streams structured,
unstructured and semi structured
Veracity: The data being stored and mined are
meaningful to the problem being analyzed ie
trustworthiness of data.

Figure 1: Properties of Big Data
Big data environment will be helpful to acquire,
organize, analyze, and predict the data in different forms
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as per the user requirement. Big Data faces major
challenges because of their rapid velocity, large volume,
different variety, value and veracity. The emerging field
of Visual Analytics plays a major role in big data to
integrate data analytics with interactive visual interface.

VISUAL ANALYTICS
The evolving field of Visual Analytics is
defined as the science of analytical reasoning supported
by interactive visual interfaces and was coined by
Thomas and Cook in the year 2005. Visual Analytics
uses visualizations, user interaction and data analysis
techniques to find insight from complex, conflicting and
dynamic information. The objective of visual analytics is
to develop visual and interactive tools and techniques for
reasoning and decision making from large data sets [Patil
and Guruprasad, 2015]. Even though we are spending
huge investments in time and money which leads to loss,
because we still lack the possibilities to properly interact
with the large volume of data sets. Visual analytics aims
at bridging this gap by employing more intelligent means
in the analysis process. Visual analytics brings a new
promising approach to tackle the information overload
problem.

VISUAL ANALYTICS MODEL
The basic idea of visual analytics is to visually
represent the information, allowing the human to directly
interact with the information, to gain insight, to draw
conclusions, and to ultimately make better decisions. Fig
2. shows the Visual Analytics Process [Keim et.al.,
2010]. The data from various sources with different
types need to be filtered, noise removed and then
transformed to input data streams. The data is to be
processed using mathematical, statistical and data
mining algorithms and models. Visualization helps the
user to perceive new aspects of the data. The user can
explore the data and achieve new knowledge by
incorporating interactivity in visualization.
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The other problems are data noise, loss of
information, frequent image change, perception of large
image, required high performance accessories.
The important benefits of big data visual
analytics is to synthesize information and derive insight
from massive, dynamic, ambiguous, and often
conflicting data, to detect the expected and discover the
unexpected, to provide timely, defensible and
understandable assessments, communicate assessment
effectively for action [Patil and Guruprasad, 2015]. This
can be applied for wide variety of applications like
education, investigation, cyber crime, credit card fraud
detection, urban mobility, climate data analysis etc.

Figure 2: Visual Analytics Process
Fig 3. shows the structure of Visual Analytics
in Big Data [Keim et.al., 2008], the rapid and wide
variety of data is collected and then cleaned with proper
process. Now the data is to be visualized using
information visualization techniques and then
transformed to data analytics with user interaction. The
visualization is needed in addition to analytics to identify
the structure (based on user knowledge), to bridge the
semantic gap (bring in user knowledge), to help with
incomplete or incorrect and changing data, to understand
the problem, generate hypotheses and define the
problem, to steer the analysis process in dealing with
massive data (local optimization). Visual Analytics tools
provides three main benefits compared with traditional
method: first, the user can explore big data in a selfservice ‘point-and-click’ fashion; second, complex ideas
can be communicated with clarity and efficiency in
visual graphs rather than the tabular data output; third,
VA tools can display large amounts of filtered data in
near real time.

CONCLUSION

The major issues in Big Data Visual Analytics
are system scalability, available information Space,
visual representations, interpretability, multidimensional
data, network or relational data, workflow and real time
analysis [Keim et.al., 2006].
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Figure 3: Structure for Visual Analytics in Big Data
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In this big data era, the importance of extracting
efficient knowledge from complex data is eventually
increasing, so the Visual Analytics field is also
increasing parallel. This paper discusses the concepts,
model and importance of Visual Analytics in big data.
Furthermore it explores visual analytics, a promising
method for sensemaking of big data.
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